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What Death, Taxes and Data Proliferation
Have in Common
DCI technologies
can help network
managers handle
the growing data
deluge.

2

They say that in life, only two things are sure—
death and taxes. It seems, however, that we can add
another certainty to that short list: data proliferation. IDC predicts that between 2010 and the end
of 2020, the global volume of data will have grown
50-fold. That means in just a few years, the digital
universe will encompass a staggering 40 billion
terabytes of information.
Data center interconnect (DCI) won’t do much
when it comes to death or taxes, but DCI technologies can help organizations handle the deluge
of information flooding IT systems, as it rushes
throughout the enterprise, to the cloud and back. In
this edition of Network Evolution, we explore how
faster DCI technologies keep east-west traffic from
becoming traffic jams as new system designs change
the flow of data through the network (“Need for
Speed: Demand for High-Octane DCI Grows”).
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Also in this issue, we check in on the ongoing debate over the Cisco Certified Internetwork Expert
certification’s relevance, in light of recent updates
to the written exam (“To CCIE or Not to CCIE? That
Is Still the Question”). Will the test’s new “evolving
technologies” section—covering cloud, programmable networks and the internet of things—silence
critics who say the CCIE is so 2007?
And finally, we head to the ivory tower to explore
how some of the top U.S. universities teach—or don’t
teach—software-defined networking today (“SDN
Ed: Big Strides in Some Schools, Baby Steps in Others”). Find out why experts say a new textbook could
signal a tipping point in SDN education. n
ALISSA IREI
Features and E-zine Editor,
Networking Media Group
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Ω Service providers and
Data Center Interconnect

enterprises demand faster

Need for Speed:
Demand for
High-Octane
DCI Grows

data center interconnect.

BY PAUL KORZENIOWSKI
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Mushrooming network data, changing traffic
flows, evolving system designs and a growing reliance on cloud-based services are forcing many organizations to revise their data center interconnect
blueprints. Network managers now find they need
faster DCI connections to accommodate the deluge
of traffic flowing between data centers.
“For DCI links, the market has divided between
the needs of high-end service providers and enterprises,” says Brad Casemore, a research director at
IDC.
In the latter group are organizations such as the
town of East Hartford, Conn., which recently upgraded to 10 Gbps Ethernet connections to speed
up communications between its data centers. The
service provider camp is seeing similar developments, but on a larger scale: Data center colocation
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provider Equinix turned to 100 Gbps fiber connections to meet its own growing DCI needs.

CHANGING LANDSCAPE DRIVES DEMAND

One factor driving the need for higher speed DCI
connections is changing data center design. While
IDC analysts expect the global volume of data to
double every two years until 2020—thanks to big
data, mobile systems, internet of things and social
media—they anticipate that IT spending will increase only 2% in 2016. In an effort to get more
bang for their proverbial buck, organizations are
therefore turning to data center
consolidation, which enables
them to centralize compute and
network resources and reduce
the number of physical data
centers.
Hyper-converged platforms
Predicted growth of global DCI
market between 2014 and 2019
consolidate autonomous server,
SOURCE: “OPPORTUNITIES FOR OPTICAL DATA CENTER
storage and network systems,
INTERCONNECT: MARKET LANDSCAPE, SALES FORECAST,
AND COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS,” OVUM RESEARCH,
with a workload that once reAPRIL 2015
quired multiple racks of servers
now running in just a portion of

68%
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a single, dense rack. Technology Business Research
Inc. projects worldwide sales of hyper-converged
platforms will increase at a 50% compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) from 2015 to 2020, generating
$1.6 billion in revenue.
These changes in data center system design
have created new network traffic flows. Previously,
companies had a lot of north-south traffic, or information coming from outside the data center.
Nowadays, they have more east-west traffic, data
moving from one data center system to another.
Consequently, they need fewer external connections, but fatter DCI pipes.

ENTERPRISE NETWORK NEEDS

Such changes drove the recent network upgrade at
East Hartford, which has a 500-person staff supporting municipal services such as its emergency
response system and public works. In 2014, the
town’s seven-person IT department began looking
to upgrade its data center connections, which link
two sites that support four physical and 50 virtual
servers running VMware software, previously operating at 1 Gbps.
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“We needed more scalability,” says Ken Sayers, IT
manager at the town of East Hartford. In addition,
the public safety system needed better reliability
than what the existing Nortel 5000 system offered.
The town had used its old Nortel system for a decade, with various parts periodically malfunctioning
and bringing the network down.
The city talked with about a dozen suppliers before it finally settled on an Avaya data center switch
in February 2015.
“We liked the flexibility Avaya offered in network
configurations,” Sayers says. The system’s design
allowed the city to divide users into various virtual
private networks and segment
users into groups, which improved network security.
The group installed the hardware in the summer of 2015,
began migrating different applications to the new system and
of companies’ IT assets will be
completed the move in April
off-site in colocation and cloud
data centers by 2018
2016.
SOURCE: “IDC FUTURESCAPE: WORLDWIDE DATA
A few benefits emerged: User
CENTER 2016 PREDICTIONS,” IDC, NOVEMBER 2015
response times improved; the
system became much easier to

65%
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manage; and the network became more efficient,
improving latency.
“Network utilization had been 50% or sometimes
higher; now, we only use 1% to 2% of the available
bandwidth,” Sayers says. He adds that the time
needed to patch and reboot network configurations
has decreased by half.
Automation and software-defined networking capabilities have driven other DCI technology
upgrades in organizations such as Capital Region
HealthCare’s Concord Hospital, based in Concord,
N.H. Each year, more than 177,500 patients visit
the hospital, which has more than 2,600 employees. Mark Starry, the organization’s CTO, says by
upgrading its DCI connections, the healthcare provider is now able to establish virtual network services, such as segmenting its video system so it does
not impact other applications.
Such upgrades have generated modest growth in
the enterprise DCI market. Market research firm
Infonetics found that data center Ethernet switch
revenue grew 7% in 2015. Arista Networks, Avaya,
Brocade, Cisco, Dell, Extreme Networks, Hewlett
Packard Enterprise, Huawei and Juniper Networks
all offer such systems.
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CLOUD’S GROWING IMPACT

The migration of applications toward third-party
services, such as public cloud, also drives the
growing DCI market. To service customers, cloud
vendors—such as Amazon Web Services, Google,
Facebook and Microsoft—are building hyperscale
data centers, which have seemingly insatiable appetites for increasingly high-capacity fiber optic gear
and more bandwidth according to IDC’s Casemore.
Data center colocation company Equinix provides
an illustrative example of evolving provider needs.
With 144 data centers in 40 markets on five continents, Equinix supports more than 185,000 network connections for more than 6,300 enterprises.
Managing such a sprawling
set of network connections is
challenging.
“We deploy 5,000 to 6,000
As long as data volumes continue
new network connections
each quarter,” says Ryan Malto grow, network managers will
lory, vice president of global
need fatter pipes to support their
solutions enablement at
data center workloads.
Equinix.
When it comes to its DCI
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technology, the provider is deploying 100 Gbps fiber
connections in its data centers. To ensure low product pricing and system redundancy, Equinix works
with multiple network equipment suppliers, using
DCI switches from Alcatel-Lucent, Ciena and Juniper for its core data center links.
The needs of providers for faster connectivity between data centers are driving carrier DCI revenue
up: It reached $2.5 billion in 2014, 16% higher than
the previous year. London-based Ovum Research
expects the global market to grow at 10.5% CAGR
from 2014 to 2019, reaching $4.2 billion by 2019.
The high growth has attracted core network and fiber switch suppliers, such as Alcatel-Lucent, Ciena,
Cisco, Juniper and Infinera.
The volume of information that corporations
generate is growing at a healthy clip. In response,
enterprises are moving from 1 Gbps to 10 Gbps connections to link their data centers, and service providers are ditching their 10 Gbps lines for 100 Gbps
connections. As long as data volumes continue to
grow—which seems all but certain—network managers will need fatter pipes to support their data
center workloads. n
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k Slackers: Team chat

k Grounded: Router failure at Southwest Airlines

in the enterprise

Estimated costs of Southwest Airlines’ recent network outage:

If your organization relies on team chat,
which application does it use?
$25.7M

1%

Lost revenue (Refunded tickets, missed bookings,
canceled flights, vouchers and more)

Other

30%

Cisco
Spark

$28M to $57M
Increased costs (Staff overtime, transportation, hotel and
meal accommodations for passengers and crew and more)

HipChat

Estimated total cost of outage
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SOURCE: “2016-17 ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY BENCHMARK:
UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS AND COLLABORATION,”
NEMERTES RESEARCH, SEPTEMBER 2016, N=40

SOURCE: “COST OF SOUTHWEST’S TECH OUTAGE CLIMBS TO AT LEAST $54 MILLION,” THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS,
AUGUST 10, 2016
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Slack

1%

$54M to $82M

0

68%

Anticipated increase in enterprise spending on
off-premises cloud services between 2015 and 2017
SOURCE: “CLOUD SERVICE STRATEGIES AND LEADERSHIP NORTH AMERICAN ENTERPRISE SURVEY,” IHS, JULY 2016
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Ω Despite CCIE exam updates,
CCIE

some say the gold standard has

To CCIE or
Not to CCIE?
That Is Still
the Question

lost its luster.

BY CHRISTOPHER HEUN
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For the past two decades, the Cisco Certified
Internetwork Expert has reigned as the industry’s
most influential and indisputably prestigious networking certification. Tens of thousands of people
around the world have dedicated countless hours of
their lives to earning it.
There has long existed a debate about the value of
the CCIE, however, which—despite a new exam section covering emerging technologies—is only intensifying in the age of software-defined networking,
cloud and the internet of things (IoT).
Critics charge that the certification doesn’t test
real-world scenarios, but focuses instead on obscure “corner cases” that produce engineers who
are overqualified and underskilled. Add to that a
series of evolving industry trends buffeting the
exam’s prestige: software-defined networking and
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the proliferation of open standards, challenges to
Cisco’s share of the Ethernet switching and routing market, and competing certification programs
from vendors such as VMware and Juniper. Does
the CCIE still have the same influence it has long
boasted, or is it losing relevance?
“The CCIE is certainly the most prestigious and
respected networking certification in the industry
today by a wide margin,” says Andrew Lerner, a vice
president at Gartner Research. “Moving forward,
it will be interesting to see if the CCIE can survive
as we move toward a heavily software-centric and
much more open and vendor-agnostic world.”

3%

of Cisco-certified
individuals hold CCIE
certifications

SOURCE: “ADDICTED’ TO SUCCESS:
SEVEN CCIE BADGES IN THREE YEARS,”
CISCO LEARNING NETWORK, APRIL 7, 2016

JUST IN (CORNER) CASE

Kevin Dooley, an IT consultant who
served as the CTO of CNG Unicom in
Ontario, Canada, for more than a decade, decided to let his CCIE lapse a few
years ago after calling it “the hardest
test of my life.”
Dooley says he was frustrated that
“the exam devotes far too much attention to situations that will rarely arise in
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real networks.” As evidence, he points out that the
exam covers topics like route manipulation techniques—where prefix list syntax has replaced access
lists for route redistribution—and certain split horizon issues in frame relay and X.25 networks.
“It’s not meaningful to test people on these legacy
techniques because it would be wrong to use them
in just about all modern networks,” Dooley says.
When it comes to software-defined network infrastructure, Dooley believes there are few chances for
a “corner case” to pop up in the real world. The task
of creating a new virtual environment, using a webbased graphical user interface, shouldn’t demand
deep knowledge of networking; building the underlying structure, and making sure layered virtual networks are stable and reliable, requires caution. But
that’s not something that really needs a test.
“If you are using the Cisco Application Centric
Infrastructure paradigm, then you should be religiously following the reference designs, building it
exactly according to the documentation,” he says.
“There might be strange and interesting things to
troubleshoot if an unusual problem develops, but
I don’t know how you could build an exam around
that.”
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The idea of obscure problems on the CCIE certification exam doesn’t bother everyone, however.
“That’s the point—that you know how to find
the weird stuff. They want it to be elite,” says Josh
Lawrence, a senior network engineer for Education
Networks of America, a communication services
provider for K–12 schools, who is studying for the
CCIE. “They want to make sure [you] have
the corner case experience.”

EXAM CHANGES

Just 16 individuals worldwide
have completed all seven
CCIE certification tracks
SOURCE: “’ADDICTED’ TO SUCCESS: SEVEN CCIE
BADGES IN THREE YEARS,” CISCO LEARNING
NETWORK, APRIL 2016

For its part, Cisco has added a new “evolving technologies” section to the written
exam for the CCIE and Cisco Certified
Design Expert. The section covers cloud,
network programmability and IoT, and
accounts for 10% of the total score; it first
appeared in exams in July 2016.
Tejas Vashi, senior director of product strategy and marketing for Cisco
Services, points to these changes, along
with the requirement that those who
have earned a CCIE must recertify every
two years, as the best example of how the
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certification stays current and retains its status and
prestige.
“We work very diligently to identify the cases
and scenarios that are most relevant in the industry
at any given point,” Vashi says. “Our certifications
are job- [and] role-based, not product-based. That
makes them more valid in the industry.”
There’s no shortage of certification programs—
network engineers have plenty of choices.
“Because the markets for storage, virtualization
and security are so diverse, there’s no one vendor’s
certification you can go get and call it a day,” says
Lee Doyle, principal analyst at Doyle Research.
“You need to get more cross-training to understand
broader concepts in the IT industry. Networking guys can’t just live in isolation. You can’t say,
‘The network’s up; we’re done.’ It’s a broad range of
training.”
But chasing so many different certifications can
be time-consuming, not to mention expensive.
Dooley estimates he spent more than $10,000 to
$15,000 on everything from study equipment to airfare and hotel expenses to CCIE test fees.
Lawrence—who has 15 years of IT experience and
holds multiple certifications, including the Cisco
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Certified Network Professional (CCNP)—considers
himself fortunate that his employer is helping to pay
for some of his CCIE study materials. Still, he spent
about $700 of his own money on a server, which he
uses to host virtual routers.
He says he feels like he’s on a “certification treadmill,” spending about 10 hours a week studying for
the CCIE—and often much longer
than that.
“I’m leery of getting other certifications that are not lifetime,”
Lawrence says. “I can’t go and
On the right track: CCIE
study multiple vendors and take
certifications
tests all the time. I have to go actuCCIE Collaboration
ally do work.”
CCIE Data Center
CCIE Routing & Switching
CCIE Security
CCIE Service Provider
CCIE Wireless
CCIE Service Provider Operations
(retired 2015)
SOURCE: “CCIE CERTIFICATION TRACK INFORMATION,”
CISCO, 2016
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‘A NECESSARY EVIL’

Sometimes a new job or a different
point in a career can bring a corresponding change in perspective
about the CCIE. A good example is
Mike Lossmann, who holds multiple CCNP certifications.
A negative CCIE lab experience
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two years ago left him doubting that the certification was even relevant. That was a surprising admission from the self-described “Cisco lover.”
But now that he’s moved to a new role as a senior
enterprise network architect at Coca-Cola in Atlanta, Lossmann has decided to start studying again
and take the exam one more time.
“To me, it is a necessary evil. A lot of companies
want [someone to obtain] that CCIE number even if
the person can [already] talk circles around people
who do have the number,” he says. “I am at the 50/50
mark where I think it is still relevant. My experience
was just with a bad proctor and knowing people who
have it who really should not have it.”
Phil Gervasi, a network automation engineer with
four CCNP certifications, argues that the CCIE certification still has the last word, especially in small
and medium-sized businesses—home to the majority of networking jobs in smaller cities. Gervasi
writes in a recent blog post that he has interviewed
extensively for positions in the Albany, N.Y., area,
where most enterprise networks serve no more than
a few thousand end users.
“Every company I spoke with except one encouraged if not required I pursue the CCIE, and all but
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one said they’d pay for it,” he writes. “Never once
was I asked for my GitHub information or a portfolio of open source projects.”
With this in mind, Gervasi is currently studying
for the CCIE. What of the theory that the certification has lost its luster? “My initial response to this is
simple: baloney.”
There are plenty in the industry who agree with
him. Preston Warren, a systems administrator with
17 years of experience, has wanted to earn a CCIE
ever since he first learned about it 13 years ago.
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“It feels like it’s the next step in my career,” he
says. “I’ve earned my CCNP Routing and Switching, and I love networking. It just feels right that the
logical progression would be toward gaining that expert level of knowledge.”
Like Lawrence, Warren subscribes to CBT Nuggets, an online IT training provider, to help him
study for the CCIE certification exam.
“I want to be that smart and be counted as someone who is an expert in his field,” he says. “It’s taking
a lot of work, but I will definitely get there.” n
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5Mpps

4.61

4Mpps

k Chore chart:

Automating everyday
network tasks

k Pack a punch: Distributed

Which tasks do you think
can benefit most from
network automation?

denial-of-service attack
intensity varies by industry

3Mpps

Median DDoS attack size by industry,
in millions of packets per second
2Mpps

1Mpps

0.61

0.59

0.55

0.54

0.53

0.50

0.44

0.43

Compliance and auditing

20%

Simplifying provisioning

18%

Monitoring

17%

Automatic reactions to alerts

16%

Configuration

15%

Other

14%

0

Media
Telecommunications

Government
Banking and
credit unions

Education

High-tech
consulting/
services

ISPs, CDNs

Softwareas-a-service
enablement

Transportation

SOURCE: “NETWORK AUTOMATION: ENABLER OF
IT PROCESS GOALS,” ENTERPRISE STRATEGY GROUP,
JULY 2016, N=247

SOURCE: “VERIZON 2016 DATA BREACH INVESTIGATIONS REPORT,” APRIL 2016, N=5,800. BOXER: VECTORSTOCK
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of service providers expect to deploy network
functions virtualization by 2017
SOURCE: “NFV STRATEGIES GLOBAL SERVICE PROVIDER SURVEY,” IHS, AUGUST 2016, N=27
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Ω Despite old school ways,
SDN Ed

academic tides and textbooks

SDN Ed: Big
Strides in Some
Schools, Baby
Steps in Others

slowly turn in SDN’s favor.

BY ALISSA IREI
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Software-defined networking has a firm
foothold at Marist College in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.,
where students have access to an array of courses
covering SDN, and a cutting-edge, multimilliondollar network programming lab.
Those bragging rights come largely thanks to
the efforts of Robert Cannistra, a network industry
veteran and longtime lecturer at the college who
helped found the Marist SDN Innovation Lab in
2011, through a partnership with IBM. After several
years working with individual students on SDN research projects, he and his colleagues decided it was
time to bring software-defined learning from the lab
to the classroom.
“We thought it was doing the students an injustice to not discuss SDN in the networking curriculum,” he says.

CREDIT: ISTOCK
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TEXTBOOK TIPPING POINT

Such a thought may not have occurred to instructors at schools with less aggressive attitudes toward
SDN education—at least, not yet. Although SDN gets
a lot of buzz in the wider
networking industry, it
doesn’t seem to have much
traction in certain corners
Who uses the OpenDaylight
of the ivory tower. Jennifer
open source SDN platform?
Rexford, an engineering
professor with Princeton
University’s computer
30%
28%
science department, says
that in most university
programs, SDN is still relService
Ecosystem
providers
vendors
egated to niche graduatelevel courses, or a few token
lectures or assignments in
25%
17%
undergraduate core classes.
But she believes a major
Research/
Enterprises
shift is underway, as new
education
industry realities become
SOURCE:”OPENDAYLIGHT USER SURVEYS,” OPENDAYclear and more academics
LIGHT FOUNDATION, FEBRUARY 2016, N=149
realize the importance of
SDN.
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“Aspiring networking pros need to know both networking and software to have long-term careers in
the field,” she says.
Rexford, who has taught SDN to both undergraduate and graduate students, adds that two factors
typically drive the inclusion of material in university curricula: the research interests of faculty and
the content of dominant textbooks. She notes that
the latest edition of the popular Kurose and Ross
networking textbook now covers programmable
networks, suggesting the educational tide is turning
in SDN’s favor.
“As the topic makes its way into the main textbooks, a wider range of faculty can cover the topic
even if it is not a primary focus of their own research
or interests,” she says.
Cannistra also notes a trend unfolding between
the pages of the latest academic tomes: While textbook authors have previously appeared hesitant to
include emerging technologies such as SDN, network functions virtualization (NFV) and virtual
network functions, these topics now show up with
increasing frequency.
Nick Feamster, also an instructor at Princeton, agrees, saying SDN’s growing presence in
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mainstream textbooks suggests it will soon become
commonplace in even the most conventional networking courses. He adds that he is considering
writing a textbook of his own in the coming year
that covers programmable networks.
Feamster pioneered SDN education, launching
an online class on the subject on the digital learning website Coursera in 2012. Since then, more than
150,000 students have enrolled and viewed at least
some of his video lectures, and about 15,000 have
completed all required course materials.
“It was a way to reach a broad and diverse audience and also blaze a trail for a course on a topic that
had never been taught in the classroom, let alone
online,” Feamster says.
He went on to teach similar network programming
courses on university campuses, including Georgia
“Universities need to train
Tech’s. Now, he and Rexford
people for the future, not how
both make a point of including SDN material in their
we built networks in the past.”
general networking courses at
—Lee Doyle, Doyle Research
Princeton.
“SDN should be
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incorporated into a ‘standard’ networking education,” he says. “Tomorrow’s network operators will
be programmers.”
Analyst Lee Doyle, principal analyst at Doyle Research, based in Wellesley, Mass., agrees, saying anyone launching a career in networking today needs a
solid education in software-defined networking.
“SDN is becoming widely adopted, so people who
are building and operating networks need to understand [the technology],” he says. “Universities need
to train people for the future, not how we built networks in the past.”

HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE

According to Rexford, turning networking students
into network programmers has recently become
much easier thanks to a variety of maturing open
source tools. Standard interfaces such as OpenFlow,
network emulation tools such as Mininet and open
source controller platforms such as NOX and Ryu
let students learn by doing.
“Previously, that was only really possible with
socket programming on the end hosts, but now I
can get students digging into understanding—and
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changing—how the inside of the network works,”
Rexford notes.
She says these tools have provided the infrastructure necessary for even undergraduates to embark
on serious system-building projects—designing and
building new SDN applications or adding features to
a controller platform during just a semester.
But that kind of hands-on education in network
programming is still far from the norm. In fact,
Cannistra says recruiters often express skepticism
about the SDN-related experience Marist graduates
claim on their resumes.
“They kind of question the students, like, ‘Did you really work with
this?’ And the students can elaborate
quite nicely on what they’ve done,”
he says. “Most people are wowed,
which is nice.”
Timothy Winters is a senior executive at the University of New
Increase in SDN market value
Hampshire InterOperability Lab, an
between 2014 and 2015
independent test lab that recently
SOURCE: “IHS DATA CENTER AND ENTERPRISE SDN
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE BIANNUAL MARKET
launched an SDN Consortium.
TRACKER,” IHS, MAY 2016
He says that while UNH is just beginning to add SDN courses to its

82%
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curriculum, the lab’s student employees are eager to
work with the technology.
“I think when they hear the words ‘programmable
networking,’ they are intrigued,” he says. “Whether
they’re computer scientists or electrical engineers,
they hear those words and think, ‘Wow! This must
be cool.’”
Winters says students who work with SDN testing
in the lab also benefit from their interactions with
open source projects such as OpenDaylight and the
Open Network Operating System.
“A lot of employers consider that very important
now,” he says. “You’re learning open source packaging while you’re learning SDN.”

HELP WANTED

The job market appears promising for network programmers. A recent search on job board site Indeed
showed more than 1,400 active listings for positions
related to SDN, with salary estimates ranging from
$85,000 to more than $125,000. Potential employers
include Huawei, Cisco, Oracle, Amazon, Facebook
and Verizon.
“I think that any student who can put on their
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resume that they’ve worked with SDN technologies has an advantage,” Winters says. “That will help
them get a job—100%.”
He says he regularly receives information from
hiring managers recruiting UNH students for open
positions, and a growing number consider SDN experience a significant plus or even a requirement.
Such employers include enterprises as well as carriers—such as AT&T and Comcast—that have begun
working with NFV.
“You need to understand SDN, the underpinnings, to be able to do all of that orchestration,” he
says.
Vyas Sekar, an assistant professor at Carnegie
Mellon University, previously taught a graduatelevel special topics class on
SDN and NFV, which he says
has helped alumni land jobs
at employers such as AT&T
“It is rapidly becoming the case
and VMware. Current stuthat we cannot teach networking
dents often ask when he will
offer the course again.
without covering SDN.”
“There’s a growing demand
—Nick Feamster, Princeton University
from the student population,
especially at the graduate
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level,” he says.
Several Marist graduates have recently secured
SDN-related positions—at Goldman Sachs, EMC,
Nicira and BigSwitch. Cannistra says their network
programming experience gives them a leg up when
competing for openings.
“[Our] students aren’t just walking out with
theoretical knowledge,” Cannistra adds. “They’ve
actually implemented, designed and coded a lot of
systems.”

CONTINUING EDUCATION

In the months and years to come, SDN experts say
they expect to see the technology’s escalating momentum reflected in the classroom.
“It is rapidly becoming the case that we cannot
teach networking without covering SDN,” Feamster
says.
UNH’s Winters agrees, but doubts whether most
university programs have strategic plans in place to
integrate SDN into their curricula, despite the technology’s growing adoption rates. He predicts many
schools won’t offer substantive education in network programming until employers demand it.
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“I would love to think that everybody has a longterm view, but my guess is it will be organic,” he says.
“A lot of universities have advisory boards that will
be saying, ‘Look, you need to be teaching your students SDN because it’s important to us.’”
Carnegie Mellon’s Sekar says the ultimate tipping
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point will come when SDN is so pervasive that its
presence is a foregone conclusion—in every network
and every computer networking course.
“People won’t be talking about SDN 10 years from
now, because everywhere we do networking, we’ll
do SDN.” n
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Network Innovation Award
Console: Virtual Direct Connection Platform
k W H AT I T I S
A global, cloud-based direct connection platform

kW
 H AT I T D O E S

The networking platform spins up on-demand private connections between subscribers and Console partners, which include
cloud service providers such as Amazon Web Services, Microsoft
Azure and Google Cloud Platform. Connections bypass the public
internet for improved performance and security.

the user-friendly dashboard allows organizations to make or
break those connections with just the click of a button, through
an interface Console describes as “LinkedIn for enterprise
networks.”

k H OW I T W O R K S

After establishing a physical connection between a new subscriber and one of Console’s 170-plus points of presence worldwide, the platform links the subscriber’s network to a dedicated
virtual router—using orchestration technology to automatically
configure connections to third-party partners such as cloud
providers. Users manage their connections via an online
dashboard.

kW
 HY WE LIKE IT

Console offers an appealingly simple answer to a complicated
question: How can enterprise data centers connect directly to
multiple cloud service providers with minimal friction? Plus,

To learn more about why Console is our latest Network Innovation Award winner, read the whole story on SearchNetworking.
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OVER THE WIRE | EXPERT TIP | JIM METZLER

How to Estimate the ROI of SD-WAN

n
n

n

n

Jim Metzler
 ounder & Vice
F
President
 shton, Metzler
A
& Associates

Sanibel, Fla.

Over the past couple of years, software-defined
WAN has been the subject of a constant stream of
articles and webinars, but—in spite of this barrage
of information—relatively few organizations are
implementing the technology. Research by Ashton,
Metzler & Associates indicates one of the primary
inhibitors to SD-WAN adoption is the perception
that the current products and services are unproven
and immature.
Given that SD-WANs are relatively new to the
market, this concern is understandable, but it will
likely dissipate over the next year or two. Another
primary inhibitor to SD-WAN deployments: Enterprises and other organizations don’t see a compelling business case for adopting SD-WAN. My goal
here is to help network managers create that compelling business case.
When building a business case for any kind of
investment in IT, the two types of savings you can
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realize are hard savings and soft savings. Hard savings refer to a verifiable reduction in spending,
such as the reduction that results from canceling a
Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) circuit used
for your WAN. Soft savings refer to benefits like improved productivity or better compliance. Since soft
savings are harder to measure and more difficult to
use as justification for an investment in IT, we will
focus on hard savings when building the business
case for SD-WAN.
A key feature of most software-defined WAN
products and services is they dynamically load balance WAN traffic over multiple links, based on an
application-centric policy. Proponents of SD-WAN
services claim this capability enables IT organizations to make less use of relatively expensive MPLS
circuits and more use of relatively inexpensive
broadband internet bandwidth, without experiencing degraded application performance.
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SD-WAN HARD SAVINGS

To demonstrate how this capability can be used
to develop a compelling business case, consider a
hypothetical company called PaysTooMuch. PaysTooMuch has 100 branch offices and averages
two T1 links to an MPLS service from each office at
a monthly average cost of $550 per T1. Assume that
by implementing SD-WAN, PaysTooMuch can, on
average, reduce one T1 link at each branch office
and replace it with a high-speed broadband internet link, with an average monthly cost of $50. This
yields a monthly savings of $500 per branch office.
Implementing SD-WAN in all of the branches would
result in a total monthly savings of $50,000.
Enterprises can employ numerous metrics to
measure the financial viability of deploying any kind
of technology. One of the most useful metrics is the
payback period—the amount of time before the resultant savings equal or exceed the cost of deploying
a new technology or service. To demonstrate how to
calculate the payback period, assume the SD-WAN
that PaysTooMuch implemented costs $400,000.
Implementing SD-WAN resulted in monthly savings of $50,000, and PaysTooMuch gains a payback period of eight months—$400,000 divided by
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$50,000 in savings per month.
The analysis presented is likely to be sufficient
for most organizations. Some businesses, however,
need a more sophisticated analysis. For example, it
is likely that if PaysTooMuch had not implemented
SD-WAN, it would need to add increasing MPLS capacity in the near future. If, because PaysTooMuch
opted for SD-WAN, it doesn’t have to add this capacity, additional savings that could be included in the
previous analysis ensue. In addition, the analysis
above included only a one-time cost for the SDWAN service. Many organizations would want to see
ongoing monthly maintenance costs included in the
analysis.
Not every organization uses the same metrics to
justify an IT investment, and not every organization
requires the same degree of granularity in the analysis. But companies should be able to easily calculate
the payback period that is associated with implementing SD-WAN at a high level. At a minimum, the
analysis provides the company with greater insight
into whether adopting SD-WAN will result in hard
savings. In addition, it might be a sufficiently rigorous analysis to convince senior management to sign
a purchase order. n
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THE SUBNET | Q&A | ALISSA IREI

Over and Out: Custom Sensors Keep
Radio Networks Up and Running
n
n

James Ott
IT Administrator,
Network Engineer
and Communications System
Technician

n

Federal Radio

n

Aberdeen, Md.

James Ott wears quite a few hats in his position at Federal Radio, a wireless service provider
based in Aberdeen, Md., that offers trunked radio
services to government agencies and contractors.
As a network engineer, IT administrator and communications system technician, Ott designs, builds
and manages the wide area, campus and in-building
networks that allow Federal Radio’s users to communicate securely.
Because subscribers count on Federal Radio for
both daily and emergency communications, network reliability is critical. One tool that Ott says has
dramatically improved visibility and increased uptime is the Paessler PRTG Network Monitor.
He explains how PRTG allows him to create dozens of custom network sensors so that he can anticipate device failures before they hurt connectivity.
He also shares his advice for young networking
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professionals just beginning their careers.
How has the PRTG Network Monitor
reduced network downtime for Federal Radio
and its users?
We’re more proactive than reactive now because we
can see when a device is starting to fail. This allows
us to start troubleshooting, make changes and prepare replacements if needed, often before the device
has a complete failure.
We have live monitoring in our network operations center (NOC), as well as email alerts and mobile notifications from live widgets. With PRTG, we
see when there’s a problem that’s directly affecting
the customer before they even notice it. Having access to that information has been easily one of the
best developments in the past 10 years—it’s made
our jobs easier.
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Tell me about the custom network sensors
you created through the PRTG API.
A lot of our devices don’t connect to the system like
normal personal computers—writing custom network sensors allowed us to monitor those devices in
the field.
We currently have a total of 543 sensors; 136 are
my custom network sensors. We are growing all of
the time and expect to have more than 600 before
the holiday season. Devices can have more than one
sensor to help get a better understanding of what is
happening with it—tracking things like CPU load,
memory usage or network traffic. My custom sensors also monitor voltage, temperature and signal
strength.
Was creating the custom network
sensors difficult?
Actually, it was fairly easy—just a lot of learning how
SNMP works with that particular software and then
going into the extended MIB [management information base] to get that information. So it wasn’t bad.
How does the PRTG Network Monitor work?
PRTG uses SNMP, Ping, ETH, DNS and HTTP/
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HTTPS to monitor devices in the field. We currently
use VPN tunnels with AES encryption going to both
fixed sites and mobile connected sites. All of the data
is fed to our NOC in Aberdeen, Md. With regard to
the mobile connected sites, we use a hardened mobile cellular router to create our VPNs. These tunnels only build when the mobile sites are powered
on. I also have custom sensors for those devices as
well, which show things like cellular current state,
cellular current signal, total monthly traffic and
device temperature. All of the data that comes in is
in real-time and comes over the VPN tunnels. We
have designed web portals with live-action graphics,
so certain customers can log in and view their own
devices and site equipment as well. This allows for
greater transparency with our customers.
Can you tell us about a challenge
you are currently facing?
The biggest problem that we have to deal with on a
regular basis is staying within government guidelines and security regulations. Currently, we are
working with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)—I am linking their headquarters in
the Rockville-Bethesda area to locations in Texas,
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Virginia and Pennsylvania, all with secure radio
communications. We’ve done this with other customers too, including the Smithsonian Museums,
the Holocaust Museum, the Food & Drug Administration, the General Service Administration and lots
of different federal groups.
First, we try to figure out exactly what the customer is looking to do and what type of system they
need. In many cases, we try to go over their network,
but separate it out on our own virtual LAN, so we
don’t have as many issues. But we still have to stay
within FIPS [Federal Information Processing Standards] and FISMA [Federal Information Security
Management Act] guidelines.
Once we’ve determined what they’re looking for,
I will take the network guidelines they give me, and
I will design my communications to work within
them. Maybe it’s unicast. Maybe it’s multicast.
Maybe it’s just a point-to-point. Maybe we’re linking systems together in a different way. Sometimes,
they might need a kit that they can take and go from
building to building, so we might have to use a mobile network router or a cellular router that is secured and gets back into the system. It depends on
what they’re looking for.
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How did you get into the IT industry?
I’ve been working with computers since I was six.
My parents sent me to computer camp, and I was
off and running. I started working with networks
around 2000, and I haven’t looked back.
I’ve worked for companies such as SecurityLink
and Tyco; I’ve worked for IBM. At SecurityLink and
ADT, I was a service technician working on network
devices. With IBM, I worked as a customer engineer
where I designed and built systems for customers
such as Verizon, Kaiser Permanente and Chase Bank.
What, specifically, appealed to you
about networking?
For me, it was the concept that I could get multiple
computers talking and doing different things, but
still working together on the same kind of collaboration—and not just computers, but devices too.
What’s your favorite thing about your
current role?
It’s always changing. No system has ever been the
same. It truly is different every day I come to work.
I get a different challenge. I get to think about different things and ways to solve problems for my
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customers. And it’s always fun because of that.
What advice would you give to young networking
professionals just beginning their careers?
Don’t get discouraged. There’s a lot of math involved, but don’t get discouraged because it does get
easier as you go along.
Definitely start out on the service side because
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you will see a lot of where the failures are. And you
will see where the designs can go right and where
the designs can go wrong. It really kind of ramps you
up faster than any other way.
And, for our rotating pop culture question, what
TV show do you most enjoy right now?
I’m currently back-watching reruns of Community. n
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